Here we briefly review possible indirect effects of dark matter (DM) of the Universe. It includes effects in cosmic rays (CR): first of all, the positron excess at ∼ 500 GeV and possible electron-positron excess at 1-1.5 TeV. We tell that the main and least model-dependent constraint on such possible interpretation of CR effects goes from gamma-ray background. Even ordinary e + e − mode of DM decay or annihilation produces prompt photons (FSR) so much that leads to contradiction with data on cosmic gamma-rays. We present our attempts to possibly avoid gammaray constraint. They concern peculiarities of both space distribution of DM and their physics. The latter involves complications of decay/annihilation modes of DM, modifications of Lagrangian of DM-ordinary matter interaction, and inclusion of mode with identical fermions in final state. In this way, no possibilities to suppress were found except, possibly, mode with identical fermions. While the case of spatial distribution variation allows achieving consistency between different data. Also we consider stable form of dark matter which can interact with baryons. We show which constraint such DM candidate can get from damping effect in plasma during large scale structure formation in comparison with other existing constraints.
Introduction
There is no necessity to explain how important the dark matter problem is in physics and cosmology. Many active attempts on both direct and indirect searches for its candidate are undertaken. Though, indirect searches can hardly give decisive solution of the problem, but they, as a rule, are based on the search for signal from DM virtually from all cosmic space where DM resides.
Cosmic ray (CR) puzzles are popular subject of such investigations carrying out already long time. They began with the first WIMP candidate [1] , which was used for interpretation of CR data [2] . Starting from the end of 20th century, extremely huge number of both experimental and theoretical works explore this topic [3] [4] [5] . They provide an essential and very rare information on DM.
But unfortunately, such attempts acquire now just only new constraints. It forces theoreticians to invent more and more sophisticated models. Here we give one of our latest limitations on explanation of lepton anomalies in CR, that in their time induced a hype. Also we provide our attempts of searching ways to circumvent them. They consist in both specific space DM distribution and interaction physics of DM. The latter in its turn includes specifics both in kinematics of different decay modes and in Lagrangian of DM particles. Though explicit positive answer has not yet been found in the last case, but negative result is also useful.
We consider also another type of DM candidate -particles which are able to interact with baryons. It is conditionally named SIMP (Strongly Interacting Particles), though a strength of force it possesses is not obligatory strong. We obtain, in simple manner, the constraint coming from large scale structure (LSS) which can turn out to be strongest in some range of SIMP mass. It applies then to some specific models.
Other possible indirect constraints are shortly reviewed. Structure of the article is as follows: (2) first we consider possible signal from DM in CR, (3) then consider possible attempts to circumvent the constraints coming from cosmic gamma-background hindering DM interpretation of lepton excess in CR, (4) then consider constraint coming from LSS, (5) other effects and (6) conclusion.
Possible signals in cosmic rays

Positron anomaly of Pamela and AMS-02
The rise of the positron fraction at energies of around 100 GeV, first measured by PAMELA experiment [6] and then confirmed with high accuracy by AMS-02 [7, 8] , turned a new leaf in the indirect searches of DM. The excess of positrons, named "the positron anomaly", could not be described via classical ways, and DM was a tempting candidate on the role of its source. The discovery gave rise to plethora of models with decaying or annihilating DM particles accounting for this phenomenon. The alternative hypotheses include the modified secondary CR production and diffusion, the pulsars As the new source of positrons and particularity of near-Earth space caused by nearby supernova explosion [9] [10] [11] [12] .
Such models, if confirmed, can become the first non-gravitational evidence of the DM. What is more, the properties of the DM are still unknown, so one can make a wide range of assumptions. However, models of decaying or annihilating Dark Matter particles are still subject to the set of constraints, such as ones set by CMB (Cosmic Microwave Background) or gamma-rays from Dwarf Galaxies [13] .
One of the strictest and at the same time most underrated constraint is set by data on the cosmic gamma-ray background (Isotropic Gamma-Ray Background, IGRB) [14] by Fermi-LAT. It is the background gamma-ray flux averaged over the most of the sky, excluding the Galactic plane. And it has been shown (see Fig. 1 ), that decaying or annihilating DM distributed in halo produces too many gammas, leading to contradiction with IGRB data [15] .
Possible electron-positron excess, registered by DAMPE
Recent results of DAMPE experiment on the e + + e − spectrum has caused a huge uproar in the scientific community. The most attention is devoted to misaligned datapoint at energy of around 1.5 TeV. Despite the deviation less than 3σ [16] , it is often considered as a small line-like signal from DM [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . However, there are also plenty of works considering the broad excess over the background flux, and it is often viewed as DM signal too (see [22] for references).
In our previous work we have studied the possibility of description of this broad excess via the annihilating DM [22] . And it appears the gamma flux is even more of a threat at higher energies. In Fig. 2 we show some of the obtained results. Figure 2 : DAMPE e + +e − flux fit (a) and corresponding gamma-ray flux in comparison to IGRB (b). Note, that τ -channel, the most gamma-producing one, is included. However, its exclusion doesn't ultimately change the picture.
As can be seen, the main source of the contradiction is high output of direct gammarays ("prompt") in the process of decay or annihilation in the form of final state radiation (FSR) and tau-lepton decay products. Therefore, to make description of the anomaly with DM possible, one needs to somehow suppress the gamma-ray production. The possible ways to do so will be discussed further below in our work.
3 Possible solutions of tensions with gamma-backgrounds and CMB
Resonance DM decay models, some others
We would like to emphasize that the most model-independent constraint on DM model explaining CR positron (electron) anomaly comes from data on IGRB. The are also constraints based on gamma-rays from dwarf galaxies, galactic center.
CMB provides independent strong constraint and it, in principle, does not require existence of prompt photons (FSR) in annihilation of DM particles unlike that mentioned above. But they can be avoided while in the case where it can be done, IGRB constraint remains in force. So, how CMB can be evaded:
• CMB constraint from Ref. [23] on DM model which can explain CR data is applied for annihilating DM only.
• One can try to avoid it, making a tuning with narrow resonance in DM annihilation (e.g. [24] [25] [26] ). Usually it is reached by tuning velocity of DM particles in so manner that the difference between velocity at CMB epoch and in Galaxy leads to existence resonance only in Galaxy. Sometimes CMB (basically in old works) is ignored, and freezing-out and Galactic epochs are considered.
• P-wave annihilation [27] , which is proportional to velocity and gives similar effect.
• Adjusting two dark species with one decaying (after recombination) into another which annihilates in Galaxy [28] .
• Dark disk.
• Or maybe something other.
It should be noted one more time that all such attempts along with decaying DM scenario, except maybe dark disk model (which is considered separately below), face difficulty in compatibility with data on gamma-radiation.
Dark disk model
One of the possible ways to solve the contradiction with cosmic gamma-ray background lies in the spatial distribution of Dark Matter. Due to existence of the magnetic field around the Galactic Disk, positrons born outside of it can not reach the Earth. Meanwhile, gammas are not hindered by it, so these areas still contribute to the gamma-ray flux. Therefore, it is possible to lessen gamma flux without losing in positrons just by "cutting off" area of space outside of the magnetic disk.
In our works [15, [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] , we have used this fact to propose the so-called "dark disk model" for description the positron anomaly in AMS-02 data. We consider the Dark Matter to consist of two components. The first component, passive, major one, is supposed to be stable and form halo. The second, active, minor one, is assumed to form disk and be able to decay or annihilate with production of e + e − in final state. In our works we have considered several annihilation models in the framework of the dark disk:
• Simple leptophilic model, where DM particles X can annihilate into three leptonic channels e + e − , µ + µ − , τ + τ − , with different branching ratios;
• Cascade leptophilic model, where DM particles can annihilate via the cascade into two lepton-antilepton pairs XX → aā → 2(l + l − );
• Modifications of the two above with extra quark-antiquark channel included.
Figure 3: Contour plot for χ 2 /N dof in dependence of disk half-width and mass of DM particle from [15] . Implementation of the dark disk model greatly reduces the contradiction with IGRB data (see Fig. 3 ). Simultaneous fit of positron fraction and gamma flux can also improve the overall goodness of fit at the cost of worsening description of the AMS-02 data. And by usage the complex annihilation models with cascades and quark channels it is possible to achieve value of χ 2 /N dof ∼ 1 [33] . In Fig. 4 we show some graphics corresponding to this case.
We should also note, that dark disk model naturally avoids the CMB constraints due to active DM component making up a small fraction of all DM.
In our future works we are going to apply the dark disk model to the DAMPE data. To fit it, one needs much heavier DM particles, than in AMS-02 positron anomaly case, leading to greater high-energy gamma flux and avoiding the contradiction presumably becomes even harder. Therefore the task can give the real test to the model.
DM clumps
Assumption on existence of a local DM clump is one of the simplest possible explanation of bump in e + (e − ) energy spectrum avoiding constraint from IGRB. It requires tuning (at the cost of low probability) of a distance to the nearest and next to the nearest clumps. However, existing gamma ray telescopes (like MAGIC and HESS) can observe such local clump. For instance, sensitivity of the major modern gamma-telescopes is already enough to check DM clump model explaining 1. The gamma-ray fluxes from a nearby clump (red solid curve for the distance of 300 pc and red dashed curve for 100 pc respectively) compared to the point-source differential flux sensitivities of different gamma-ray telescopes, including Fermi-LAT (black solid and dashed curves) [34] , HAWC (1 year, blue curve), MAGIC II (50 hours, green curve) and HESS (50 hours, magenta curve) [35] . The black curves show the Fermi-LAT 10-year broadband sensitivities: the solid line corresponds to the minimal sensitivity in the direction of the GC and the dashed line corresponds to the maximal sensitivity in the direction of the Galactic periphery (l = 120
On FSR suppression due to DM interaction Lagrangian
The theoretically predicted photon yield accompanying the formation of leptons can be reduced owing to Dark Matter interactions physics. Here we focus on decays X → e + e − and e + e + taking into account FSR. Typical diagrams (for e + e − ) of the corresponding processes are shown in the Fig.(6, 7) . Feynman diagram for three-particle decay of DM particle.
DM particle X are supposed to be of scalar, pseudo-scalar, vector, and axial-vector type. The corresponding interaction Lagrangians are:
The idea is to combine the scalar and pseudo-scalar couplings (with some coefficients a and b) in the hope of destructive interference between them. The case of vector and axial-vector couplings is analogous. So we have
to understand which coupling constants (a and b) must be chosen in order to suppress a photon.
The suppression of the photon yield implies minimization of the following ratio of two decay modes widths ( fig. 6, 7 )
To obtain it, squared matrix elements (|M | 2 ) were calculated for the two-body and three-body decay. They respectively are:
where {. . .} does not depend on a and b. So, the ratio R will do the same, and therefore there is no suppression of radiation coming from the choice of the interaction vertex in this case. Note, the calculation was performed both manually and using the ME-generator CalcHEP [36] providing the cross-check.
Unfortunately, the situation was found to be the same for vector DM particles. It can be seen from their squared matrix elements:
So, the parametrizations of interaction vertexes (2, 3) gives no FSR suppression.
3.4.2
The case of e + e + mode Figure 8 : Feynman diagram for two-particle decay of doubly charged DM particle.
Next step which we considered is to take identical fermions in final state, to study decay modes like this: X → e + e + or e − e − (diagrams of the first processes are shown in Fig.8 ).
One has to do specially several remarks concerning this model case. First one is a strangeness of DM particle having a double charge. Nonetheless, such models were suggested in [37] [38] [39] [40] , and considered in [41, 42] for possible explanation of positron anomaly. Also one can suppose them to be uncharged considering their cascade decay through some intermediate particles Y ++ , Y −− decaying into lepton pairs. Next argument in favour of X ++ → e + e + mode from viewpoint of FSR suppression is that we simply have one emitted photon per two positrons instead of one positron and one electron. But there can exist one more argument concerning an identity of final fermions. This may change influence of Lagrangian parametrization, as well as due to identity of particles themselves. The latter is expected implicitly to follow from two arguments. First one comes from the fact that a classical (dipole) radiation of two same signed particles is zero. Second one is partial correspondence of quantum approach with classical one due to so called single photon theorem (or "Radiation Zeros") [43] .
The Lagrangian of such a model is given below
where upper index C means charge conjugation. This theory implies existence particle and antiparticle (X ++ , X −− ) corresponding to X and X * in the Lagrangian. Figure 9 : Feynman diagram for three-particle decay of double charged DM particle.
We assume a case in which the initial state is fixed. That is, there is only particle X in the initial state. Then we can consider only one term of the interaction Lagrangian:
Matrix element are calculated in Appendix. The squared matrix elements of the twobody and tree-body decay processes respectively in case of scalar X particle are obtained with the following structure:
And in case of vector X particle, the corresponding squared matrix elements are:
These results were crosschecked with the help of ME-generator CalcHEP, which allows calculating |M | 2 in symbolic form. So, as in previously considered model cases we do not obtain FSR suppression in both scalar and vector DM particles. Therefore, it becomes necessary to complicate the models.
One of the models under consideration was the model of dark matter, consisting of scalar or vector uncharged self-conjugated particles X, decaying through a massive mediator particle Y , which in turn decays into two charged leptons. The Feynman diagram for this process is shown in the Fig. 10 . In this case, several variations of such a model can be considered. We simulated and analyzed each such variations using a CalcHEP:
• X is a scalar real field, Y is a complex scalar doubly charged field:
• X is a real vector field, Y is a complex scalar doubly charged field:
The ratio of the decay widths Γ(X → e + , e + , e − , e − , γ)/Γ(X → e + , e + , e − , e − ) in these theories was found to be independent of the parameterization of the interaction Lagrangian.
Thus, none of these models gave a positive result due to Lagrangian parameterization in cases of both non-identical final fermions and the identical ones.
Thus, considered above physical models do not have FSR suppression and therefore are closed ways of the DM interpretations of CR anomaly.
Pure effect of identity of final fermions (mode like X ++ → e + e + ), mentioned but not considered here, can be more promising. The value of ratio
where the Br() is the branching ratio of respective modes, would be positive result.
CMB and LSS constraints on SIMPs
Generic constraint
There are many experiments where direct search for strongly interacting dark matter (SIMP) was undertaken. They put constraints on the cross sections of SIMP interaction with baryonic matter. Besides direct constraints there can be indirect ones coming from cosmology.
Large scale structure of the Universe strongly depends on the moment when DM decouples from ambient relativistic plasma. According to [44] and [45] , due to Silk-like damping effect 1 , the minimal size of inhomogeneities which the Dark matter forms will be determined by the horizon size at the decoupling moment. So we can put a lower limit on the decoupling temperature. The lower temperature is, the bigger inhomogenities have time to be washed out. We require that the scales corresponding to dwarf galaxies (∼ 10 8 M ) should survive. Mass of DM inside the horizon depending on the current temperature roughly is 0.1M T 1MeV 3 . So, decoupling temperature
is assumed to be forbidden. Here we denoted the value of upper limit itself as T HDM . This condition is our simplified criterion which we apply here to DM parameters in a broad range. We do not consider issue when it is valid, what does not seem to be so clear.
Somewhere approaches based on free-streaming or diffusion damping effect of primordial inhomogeneities are used (see, e.g. [46] ) which provide mostly weaker condition. Our goal is to demonstrate that using given simple criterion Eq.14 allows obtaining stronger constraint in some parameter regions as compared to existing ones. The moment of DM decoupling from baryonic matter can be defined by equation of SIMPs temperature evolution [47] 
where
Here T s and T are the temperatures of the SIMP component of DM and plasma respectively, H is the Hubble parameter, n p is the concentration of protons (nucleons), ∆E is the kinematically averaged transferred energy between SIMP and baryon, σ and v are their cross section and relative velocity respectively, brackets mean averaging over thermal distribution.
Decoupling moment was defined as intersection point of two lines tangent to high and low-temperature parts of the SIMP temperature evolution curve shown in Fig. 11 . Figure 11 : Example of SIMP temperature evolution, obtained from Eq. 15
Another way, it can be found from equating two terms in Eq. 15 so we can get roughly (omitting all insignificant coefficients and taking m s m p )
Condition Eq.14 gives us upper limit on allowed σ. The result of numerical calculation is shown in Fig.12 by filled region. Also this can be done symbolically solving roughly Eqs.14-16, what gives
where η B is the baryon-to-photon ratio. One can see from Fig.12 , that the used simple criterion can provide at some values m s the strongest limit on σ.
Application to particular models
The obtained constraint on the interaction cross section can be expressed in terms of parameters of specific models. It is not necessary that model should relate to SIMP, but at some values of its parameters it can fall under aforementioned constraint.
First, we take the model of Anthony DiFranzo and Keiko I. Nagao"s [48] . It contains a fermionic dark matter particle denoted by χ, which is a SM singlet and can be either a Dirac or a Majorana fermion. In addition, this theory contains scalar mediator particles (ũ,d,q) which interact with the dark matter and SM quarks. In this model there are three choices for gauge representations of the mediators under the SM (SU (3), SU (2)) Y :
For example, in the model withũ R and Dirac DM the Lagrangian is:
eA µ . Corresponding scattering cross-sections for spin-dependent (SD) and spin-independent (SI) elastic scattering χu → χu are given by formulas (3.6 3.11) of [48] .
Substituting the scattering cross sections into Eq.16, we obtained constraints on the parameters of this model (M χ , Mũ, Mq, Md) for various interaction constants g DM shown in Fig. 13 . We considered also the model described in the work of N. Daci, I. De Bruyn et al. [49] and the similar model used by Patrick J. Fox, Roni Harnik et al. in [50] , where SIMPbaryon scattering cross-section has a form:
Substituting again this scattering cross section into Eq. 16 one can obtain the constraints on masses of SIMP m χ and mediator masses m Φ (see Fig. 14) . The similar results are obtained for DM mass and Energy scale Λ (see Eq. 22) for Kenji Kadota's model [51] where a simple model was studied in which spin independent scattering cross-section is:
with the nucleon-DM reduced mass µ and effective coupling of the DM with the nucleon f p . Our approach to constraining the parameters of particular SIMP models, which we are considered here, may be generalized for any other similar models.
Other constraints
Here we list other possible indirect DM signals, non-observation of which puts constraint on DM properties.
There are plenty of works about neutrino-based constraints on DM. The majority of such constraints comes from neutrino fluxes from the Sun and the core of the Earth. The DM particles can accumulate there, producing the neutrinos via decay or annihilation and therefore changing their expected flux. Accumulation is supposed to proceed due to interaction of particles of DM and ordinary matter.
Many neutrino experiments, such as IceCube, Super-Kamiokanda etc, are aimed to catch this deviation. However, it still is not found, and these experiments just set the constraints on the DM properties [52] [53] [54] .
Effects of accumulation can take place even if DM particles both interact with ordinary ones and do not. It may happen in case of self-interacting DM [55] . Given so, the particles in gravitational field of the Sun or the Earth can collide with each other what will change their capture rate. It can be so, that for the Earth it will diminish rate, while for the Sun increase.
Another specific model case which may give indirect observational DM effect can appear when DM consists of WIMP and Primordial Black Holes (PBH) under assumption of existence of the clumps. In this case PBH should increase annihilation signal so that some parameters of such model can be already excluded by observation of gammaradiation [56, 57] .
Conclusion
In this article we briefly review a set of possible indirect effects of DM. It does not intend to be complete, more attention is paid to the effects which were a subject of our investigations.
First of all we considered effects in cosmic rays. We demonstrated that observed anomalies in high-energy cosmic positrons and electrons cannot be explained by annihilation or decay of dark matter in the framework of usual assumption on DM distribution in space and their kinematics and physics, not conflicting with data on gamma-ray background (IGRB) and CMB. We show that CMB constraint can be circumvented under additional model assumption, while IGRB cannot and it provides a least model-dependent constraint of DM interpretation of CR data. Model of dark disk and maybe clump are possible exception. However, we show that DM clump is within sensitivity of existing gamma-telescopes. Many kinematical and physical variations of DM models were considered (cascade processes, different Lagrangians), which did not give us positive results. The only hope which we see at given moment is the effect of an identity of final state fermions.
Another part of this mini-review is devoted to SIMPs. Effect of Silk-like damping of large inhomogeneities of matter in the Universe allows in a simple manner constraining SIMP-baryon cross-section depending on SIMP mass. This effect has been considered relatively recently in application to DM and it gives stronger restriction on DM properties as compared to previously more commonly used one, based on damping effect due to freestreaming, diffusion and other. It allows constraining the model. We do it in generic case and apply it to several specific models.
Also, we list some other possible indirect DM effects, some of which require extra model assumptions.
To sum up, now many expected manifestations of DM are not observed, observed phenomena of unknown nature cannot be definitely connected with dark matter. But alternative hypotheses (e.g. pulsar explanation of electron-positron excesses in cosmic rays) suffer, at least, by the same. So, we do not claim that possibility of DM indirect effects observation is excluded.
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For example, the matrix element of two-particle decay (Fig. 8 ) in this case is given as:
